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COMPLEMENTARY MATRICES IN THE INCLUSION 
PRINCIPLE FOR DYNAMIC CONTROLLERS 
LUBOMIR BAKULE, JOSE RODELLAR AND JOSEP M. ROSSELL 
A generalized structure of complementary matrices involved in the input-state-output 
Inclusion Principle for linear time-invariant systems (LTI) including contractibility condi-
tions for static state feedback controllers is well known. In this paper, it is shown how 
to further extend this structure in a systematic way when considering contractibility of 
dynamic controllers. Necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility are proved in 
terms of both unstructured and block structured complementary matrices for general expan-
sion/contraction transformation matrices. Explicit sufficient conditions for blocks of com-
plementary matrices ensuring contractibility are proved for general expansion/contraction 
transformation matrices. Moreover, these conditions are further specialized for a particular 
class of transformation matrices. The results are derived in parallel for two important cases 
of the Inclusion Principle namely for the case of expandability of controllers and the case 
of extensions. 
Keywords: linear time-invariant continuous-time systems, dynamic controllers, inclusion 
principle, large scale systems, overlapping, decomposition, decentralization 
AMS Subject Classification: 93B17, 93A15, 93A14, 34A30, 34H05, 15A04 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Inclusion Principle proposed in the context of analysis and control of complex 
and large scale systems in [11, 14, 15, 17] establishes essentially a mathematical 
framework for two dynamic systems with different dimensions, in which solutions 
of the system with larger dimension include solutions of the system with smaller 
dimension. The relation between both systems is constructed usually on the base of 
appropriate linear transformations between the corresponding systems in the original 
and expanded spaces, where a key role in the selection of appropriate structure of all 
matrices in the expanded space is played by the so called complementary matrices 
[12, 17]. The standard forms of complementary matrices such as aggregations and 
restrictions have been used in fact as the only well known forms for many years 
because the conditions for their selection did not allowed to derive some other more 
flexible structures of these matrices. A contribution to this issue has been presented 
in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] giving a new procedure for a flexible selection of complementary 
matrices based on appropriate changes of basis in the systems. 
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When considering control, the following problem arises: give conditions to ensure 
that a controller designed for one of the systems can be transformed to be imple-
mented in the other system in such a way that the Inclusion Principle holds for the 
closed-loops systems. A typical case in the literature is when an original system S 
with overlapped components is expanded to a bigger one with a number of disjoint 
subsystems. Then, decentralized controllers are designed in the expanded system 
S and then contracted for implementation in the original system S. This scheme 
leads to the concept of contractibility. Also, in a reverse direction, controllers can be 
designed in the original system S and transformed for implementation in the bigger 
system S . This direction leads naturally to the concept of expandability. 
Early work on contractibility was done for static state controllers in [10, 11, 15] 
and for dynamic controllers (including estimators) in [6, 13], but only with the 
use of standard complementary matrices in the context of aggregations and restric-
tions. Contractibility conditions of dynamic controllers were also derived in [8, 9] 
for the particular expansion/contraction process referred to as extension, without 
using complementary matrices. Recently, contractibility of dynamic controllers has 
been revisited in a more general framework, in which a broader definition of con-
tractibility is proposed to include the specific cases of restrictions, aggregations and 
extensions [16, 18]. However, the conditions presented in [16] involve complicated 
matrix products without using complementary matrices. Thus, they are difficult to 
apply for control design. 
In this paper structural properties of contractibility for dynamic controllers are 
given for expansion/contraction processes by using complementary matrices. The 
concept of contractibility given in [16], [18] is used to follow two parallel lines to 
develop contractibility conditions in this paper: The first case considers expandabil-
ity of controllers, i. e. the control is designed without any restriction in the small 
system S and then expanded into the big system S. The second case considers ex-
tensions, i.e. the control is designed without any restriction in the big system S 
and contracted for implementation in the small system S. This case is important 
for decentralized control design. 
Briefly, the contribution of the paper for continuous-time linear time-invariant 
systems can be summarized as follows: 
• Necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility are stated for general 
expansion/contraction transformation matrices in terms of both unstructured 
and block structured complementary matrices. 
• Sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers at this general 
level are given in the form of explicit conditions on complementary matrices. 
These conditions specify possible choices of these matrices for feasible control 
design. 
• Sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers are given for 
a particular standard selection of transformation matrices. These conditions 
offer the possibility of an easy and flexible choice of complementary matrices. 
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
To formulate the problem, a minimum of necessary preliminaries is introduced now. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Consider a linear time-invariant systems 
S : x = Ax + Bu, x(0) = x0, S : x = Ax + Bu, x(0) = x0, 
V = Cx, y = Cx, (1) 
where x(t) G R , u(t) G R , y(t) G R. are the state, input and output of S at time 
t G R + , and x(t) G Rn , u(t) G Rm, y(t) G R* are those ones of S. A, B, C and A, 
B, C are constant matrices of dimensions nx n, n x m, Ix n and h xn, hx fn,l x 
n, respectively. Suppose that the dimensions of the state, input and output vectors 
x, u, y of S are smaller than (or at most equal to) those of x, u, y of S. Denote 
x(t\x0,u) and ;*/[«£(£)] the state behaviour and the corresponding output of S for a 
fixed input u(t) and for an initial state x(0) = x0, respectively. Similar notations 
x(t\x0,u) and y[x(t)] are used for the state behaviour and output of S. 
Let us consider the linear time-invariant dynamic controllers 
C : z = Fz + Pu + Gy, z(0) = z0, C: z = Fz + Pu + Gy, z(0) = z0, 
u = Hz + Ky + v, u = Hz + ky + v, t2) 
for the systems S and S, respectively, where z(t)e^ is the state of C at time £GR 
and £(£)GlRP is this one of C. The vectors L>(£)GlRm , {;(£)GlRm are new inputs to the 
corresponding closed-loop systems. The matrices F, P, G, H, K, F, P, G, H, K 
are constant with appropriate dimensions. 
Let us consider the following transformations: 
V 
R 
T 
E 
U 
Q 
S 
D 
(3) 
where rank(F) = n, rank(i?) = m, rank(T) = /, rank(E) = p and such that 
UV = In, QR = Im, ST = Ii, DE = Ip, where In, Im, //, Ip are identity matrices 
of indicated dimensions. 
Definition 1. (Inclusion Principle) A system S is an expansion of the system S or 
S is included in S, S D S, if there exists a quadruplet of transformations (U,V,R,S) 
such that, for any initial state x0 and any fixed input u(t) of S, the choice x0 = Vx0, 
u(t) = Ru(t) for all t > 0 of the initial state x0 and input u(t) of the system S, 
implies x(t\x0,u) = Ux(tm,x0,u) and y[x(t)] = Sy[x(t)\ for all t > 0. 
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Definition 2. Suppose S D S by Definition 1. A controller C for S is expandable 
to the controller C of S, if there exist transformations (U,V,R,S,D,E) such that, 
for any initial state xo, any fixed input u(t) of S and any initial state z0 of C, 
the choice z0 = Fz0 implies z(t;z0,u,y) = Dz(t;z0,u,y) and R(Hz(t) + Ky(t)) = 
Hz(t) + Ky(t) for all t > 0. 
Definitions 1 and 2 characterize the inclusion of the closed-loop system (S,C) 
into the closed-loop system (S, C) when the control u(t) is designed as a free control 
for the system S, that is (S, C) D (S, C). 
Definition 3. (Extension) A system S is an extension of S if there exist transfor-
mations (V, Q, T) such that, for any initial state xo of S and any fixed input u(t) of S, 
the choice xo = Vxo and u(t) = Qu(t) for alH > 0 implies x(t;xo,u) = Vx(t;xo,u) 
and y[x(t)] = Ty[x(t)] for all t > 0. 
Definition 4. Suppose S D S by Definition 3. A controller C for S is contractible 
to the controller C of S, if there exist transformations (V, Q,T, D) such that, for 
any initial state XQ of S, any initial state z0 of C and any fixed input u(t) of S, 
the choice z0 = Dz0 implies z(t;zo,u,y) = Dz(t;z0,u,y) and Hz(t) + Ky(t) = 
Q(Hz(t) + Ky(t)) for all t > 0. 
Definitions 3 and 4 correspond to the particular but important case of extensions 
[8, 9, 10]. 
Now, suppose that the pairs of matrices (U, V), (Q,R), (S,T) and (D,E) are 
given. Then, the matrices A, B, C, F, P, G, H and K can be expressed as 
A = VAU + M, B = VBQ + N, C = TCU + L, 
F = EFD + MF, P = EPQ + YP, G = EGS + NG, (4) 
H = RHD + LH, K = RKS + JK, 
where M, N, L, MF, Yp, NG, LH and JK are complementary matrices of appropriate 
dimensions. The relations between the systems S and S in terms of complementary 
matrices are given by the following theorems [9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18]. 
Theorem 1. A system S is an expansion of S by Definition 1 if and only if 
UMlV = 0, UMi~1NR = 0, SLM{~W = 0, SLMi~1NR = 0 (5) 
hold for a l i i = 1 , . . . , n. 
Theorem 2. A system S is an extension of S by Definition 3 if and only if MV = 0, 
N = 0, LV = 0. 
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. In both cases, the system S D S and the Inclusion 
Principle given by Definition 1 holds. We can observe from Theorem 2 that the 
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extensions are rather restrictive because the complementary matrix N = 0, and the 
other matrices M and L have a limited structure. Therefore, it can be more useful 
to consider Definition 1 to achieve higher freedom in the design of controllers. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility by using Definitions 2 and 
4 are given now by the following theorems [16, 18]. 
Theorem 3. A controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by 
Definition 2 if and only if 
a) DF{ E = F\ b) Df GCA5 V = F* GCA5, 
c) DF* GCA5 BR = F* GCA3 B, d) D? PR = F* P, 
e) HF{ E = RHF{, f) HF* PR = RHF* P, 
g) HFiGCAiV = RHFiGCA\ h) HF* GCA3 BR = RH^GCA3 B, 
i) KCA* V = RKCA', j) KCK BR = RKCX B 
hold for all i, j = 0 ,1,2 , . . . . 
Theorem 4. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S by 
Definition 4 if and only if 
a) DF{ = FlD, b) DF{GCAJV = F'GCA3, 
c) DFiGCA3B = FiGCA3BQ, d) DFiP = FiPQ, 
e) QHF{ = HF{D, f) QHF'P = HF'PQ, 
(7) 
g) QHFlGCA3V = HF1GCA3, h) QH^GCA3 B = HF* GCA3 BQ, 
i) QKCK V = KCA{, j) QKCK B = KCK BQ 
hold for all i, j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
Theorem 4 reduces to the following theorem when considering the conditions 
AV = VA,B = VBQ, CV = TC [8, 10, 18]. 
Theorem 5. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S by 
Definition 4 if and only if 
a) DF = FD, b) DGTC = GC, c) DP = PQ, 
d) QH = HD, e) QKTC = KC. 
Remark . The requirements given in Theorems 1 and 2 directly follow from the 
imposition of the conditions given by Definitions 1 and 3, respectively. Theorems 3 
and 4 are obtained through the contractibility conditions from Definitions 2 and 4, 
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respectively, considering z(t) = eFtzo + / 0 eF^~T\Pu(T) + Gfy(r)]dT and z(t) = 
e
FtZo + /<J e^^- r)[PLt(r) + Gy{r)\ dr with 2/(0 = C \eAtx0 + / 0 eA^~^Bu(a) da 
and y(£) = C \eAtxo + / 0 eA^~a^Bu(a) da . The direct comparison of elements 
between the Taylor series expansions of eF f , eF*, eAt, eAt and taking into account 
the relations (4) result in the assertions of the above theorems. 
2.2. The problem 
The usage of the Inclusion Principle depends essentially on the choice of the transfor-
mation matrices and complementary matrices in the expansion-contraction process 
[12]. A recent effort has been concentrated on deriving conditions to get generalized 
structures of complementary matrices for different systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These 
results include only the contractibility conditions for static state controllers. The 
necessary and sufficient conditions given by Theorems 3 and 4 have been derived 
for dynamic controllers without considering complementary matrices [16, 18]. How-
ever, these conditions are difficult to be verified in controller design because they all 
include complicated matrix products. The way to overcome this problem is by intro-
ducing the complementary matrices defined in (4) and expressing the contractibility 
conditions in terms of these matrices. These new conditions are much more simple 
and flexible than those (6) and (7). In this way, the contractibility conditions rely 
on the appropriate selection of complementary matrices. To the authors knowledge, 
there is no systematic procedure for the selection of complementary matrices in the 
case of dynamic controllers. 
Therefore, the motivation of this work is to provide a systematic generalization 
of the structure of complementary matrices for contractibility of dynamic controllers 
for continuous-time LTI systems to obtain a more flexible computational tool, mainly 
for decentralized control design. Contractibility means that a controller is designed 
in one of the systems in such a way that it is guaranteed that the closed-loop system 
(S, C) includes the closed-loop system (S, C). The Problem is formulated as follows: 
• To derive necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic 
controllers for general expansion-contraction transformation matrices given in 
the form of unstructured complementary matrices. 
• To derive necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic 
controllers for general expansion-contraction transformation matrices given in 
the form of block structured complementary matrices. 
• To derive sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers for 
general expansion-contraction transformation matrices given in the form of 
explicit conditions on blocks of the structured complementary matrices, thus 
enabling feasible flexible choices of such matrices. 
• To specialize the above sufficient explicit conditions of contractibility for a 
particular standard selection of transformation matrices thus illustrating the 
possibility of an easy and flexible choice of complementary matrices. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
The results included in this section cover the expansion-contraction process of dy-
namic controllers in parallel for two cases of the Inclusion Principle characterized by 
the pairs of Definitions 1-2 and 3 -4 . 
Subsection 3.1 includes necessary and sufficient conditions for contractibility of 
dynamic controllers given in the form of globally structured complementary matrices. 
Subsection 3.2 summarizes the expansion-contraction process for systems by using 
the change of basis within the Inclusion Principle. Subsection 3.3 presents necessary 
and sufficient conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers in the form of block 
structured complementary matrices in the new basis. Subsection 3.4 presents explicit 
conditions of contractibility, when applying minimal sets of sufficient requirements 
within theorems of previous Subsection 3.3. Subsection 3.5 presents propositions 
resulting from the explicit conditions on contractibility in the original basis, when 
using a particular selection of transformation matrices. They are important mainly 
for decentralized control design. 
3.1. Contractibility of dynamic controllers 
The complementary matrices play a fundamental role in the design of controllers 
and estimators. Theorems 3 and 4 give contractibility conditions in terms of im-
plicit relations involving matrices of both systems (S, C) and (S, C). However, it is 
necessary to give the above conditions in explicit form by using the complementary 
matrices M, IV, L, M F , Yp, 1VG, LH, JK because this choice allows consequently to 
select the matrices A, B, C, F, P, G?, FT, K, respectively, with a higher degree of 
freedom as required by the control design. 
Theorem 6. The controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by 
Definition 2 if and only if 
a) DMiF1E = 0, 
b) DMiFNG(TC + LV) = 0, DMFNGLMJ+1V = 0, 
c) DM{FNGLMJNR = 0, 
d) DMFYpR = 0, 
e) L H M > = 0, 
f) LHMFYpR = 0, 
6) LHMFNG(TC + LV) = 0, L H M > G L M i + V = 0, 
h) LHMFNGLMJNR = 0, 
i) J K ( T C + LV) = 0, J K L M i + V = 0, 
j) JKLM{NR = 0 
hold for all i, j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
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P r o o f . The proof starts from the expressions (6) that assure the expandability 
of the controller in the sense of Definition 2. We will prove only the relations a) 
and b) because the remaining conditions follow a similar process. Proof of part a): 
Consider the relation a) given in (6), that is, DF%E = F% together with (4). We 
obtain DE = Ip for i = 0 which holds by hypothesis. We get D (EFD + MF)E = F 
for i = 1, that is, DMFE = 0 since DE = Ip. In general, we get DMFE = 0 for 
i > 1. Then, DM^E = 0 for all i > 0. This proves a). 
Proof of part b): Consider the relation b) given in (6), i.e. DF GCA3V = 
F* GCAJ. We obtain DNG LMJ V = 0 for i = 0, j > 1. We get DMF NG {TC + LV) = 
0 for i > 0, j = 0. We obtain DMpNGLM3V = 0 for i > 1, j > 1. Summarizing 
these relations, we get DMFNG (TC + LV) = 0 and DMFNGLM5^V = 0 for all 
t, j > 0. • • 
Theorem 7. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S by 
Definition 4 if and only if 
a) DMF = 0, b) DNGTC = 0, c) DYP = 0, 
d) QLH = 0, e) QJKTC = 0 
(10) 
hold. 
P r o o f . The proof is straightforward from the corresponding relations a ) -e ) 
given by Theorem 5 together with relations (4). • 
3.2. Expansion-contraction process of systems 
In order to simplify the notation, consider the system S: 
711 
íПl 
Aи 
" 2 
Aí2 
nз 
A13 íxЛ m B\\ 
7712 
B\2 
mз 
B\з ÍU\ 
П2 
A21 A22 A23 
м 
+ n2 B21 B22 B2З u2 
nз AЗl A32 A33 w nz B31 B32 B33 \uз 
n\ 712 T13 
Уi\ 
2/2 
h 
= h 
Cw 
C21 
C\2 
C22 
C\з 
C23 
(x\ 
X2 
УзJ h C31 C32 Cзз \xз 
\ ) 
(11) 
where n^, m{ and U indicate the dimensions of the corresponding matrices with 
n\ + n2 + n 3 = n, m\ + m2 + m 3 = m, l\ +12 + h = I and n + n2 = n, m + m2 = m, 
I + l2 = I. Suppose subsystems Si and S2 defined by Xi,Ui, (-)ij for i, j = 1,2 and 
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i, j = 2,3, respectively, (-)ij denotes simultaneously Aij, B{jy dj in (11). Therefore, 
overlapping appears in £2, ^2, (*)22- This system overlapping structure defined by 
these blocks of matrices has been extensively adopted as prototype in the literature. 
We summarize the most important results about the structure and properties of 
the complementary matrices such that the Inclusion Principle is guaranteed. These 
results will be necessary later on in the derivation of contractibility conditions. The 
expansion-contraction process between the systems S and S can be schematically 
illustrated in the form 
R" A E* A En, 
(12) 
TTT™ R T T ^ O TTT."1 
E - A E -5-> E , 
R - U R - ^ R . 
As considered in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] convenient changes of basis can be introduced in 
S, so that this scheme is modified in the form 
(13) 
, / T
П
 -Г T-C ттт.i S тrJ 
T( t-< . TTTi V TГћ * - ' . ттт. 
where S denotes the expanded system in the new basis. Suppose given the matrices 
V, R and T. Define 
U = (V-vyW*, Q = (RtRy'Rt, S = (T-Ty'T1 (14) 
as the pseudoinverses of V, R and T, respectively. Let us consider the change of 
basis 
TA = (VWA), TB=(RWB), TC = (TWC), (15) 
where the matrices WA, WB, Wc are chosen such that Im WA =-Ker U, Im WB -=Ker Q, 
lmW
c
=KevS. 
Consider the relations 
V = TA
XV, R = TBR, f = T;1T, U = UTA, Q = QTB, S = S T C . 
(16) 
Consider a pair of linear time-invariant systems 
S : x = Ax + Bu, x(0) = x0, S : x = Ax + Bu, x(0) = xn, 
V = Cx, j}
 =
 fa, (17) 
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where the matrices A, B, C have appropriate dimensions. The vectors x, u, y are 
defined as x = Vx, u = _Ru, y = Ty. Denote the relations (4) for the open-loop 
system as 
A = VAU + M, B = VBQ + JV, C = TCU + L, (18) 
where new complementary matrices are 
M = T~AMTA, N = T~ANTB, L = T~1LTA. (19) 
The conditions (5) for the Inclusion Principle by Definition 1 are now as follows: 
UMiV = 0, UMi~lNR = 0, SLMi~lV = 0, SLMi~1NR = 0 
(20) 
hold for all i — 1, 2 , . . . , rc. 
Consider in S the matrices M = (M..), N = (N..), L = (L . J , i, j = 1 , . . . ,4, 
where each submatrix has appropriate dimensions. Denote now the matrices M, N 
and L as follows: 
M=(Mn %2\ N=(N_n N12\ - (Ln L i 2 \ 
VM2i M 2 2 y / ' ^iV_i _V22F ^ VL2i L22>/ l j 
such that M n , M22 are n x n, n2 x n2 matrices, respectively. Nllt N22 are nxm, 
n2 x m2 matrices, respectively. L n , L22 are I x n, l2 x n2 matrices, respectively. 
The conditions on the blocks Mij, Nij and Lj,-, i, j = 1,2 to satisfy (20) have 
been proved in [1, 2]. They are finally reduced to the conditions on submatrices in 
the form: 
Mi2M__"2M2i = 0, for i = 2 , . . . ,n, 
M12M£2N21 = 0 , for i = 2 , . . . , n, 
Li_M__-2M_i = 0,. for i = 2 , . . . , n, 
Li2M__-2N_i = 0 , for i = 2 , . . . , n + 1, 
w h e r e M = ( _° f H ' ^ f * 0 ? 1 2 ) a n d I W f ° r " ) -
V M21 M 2 2 / V N21 N22 / V I>21 L22 / 
Similarly, the requirements given in Theorem 2 imply in the new basis that the 
complementary matrices M, N and L have the following structure: 
M = ( - ° -° ) , N=(° °), L = ( . ° _ ° ) . (23) 
V M 2 I M 2 2 / V 0 0 / V L21 L22 / 
3.3. Expansion-contraction process of dynamic controllers 
Analogously to the expansion-contraction of systems S and S, consider the following 
schemes for expansion/contraction of controllers C and C: 
D 
C, 
(24) 
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and 
E.
 m
v T
ғ
\ 
(25) 
where TF = {E WD) and WD satisfies Im WD =Ker D and where p-\-p2 = p. Consider 
the complementary matrices M F = (M F „ V Yp = ( ^ P t j ) , NG = [NG.. J, LH = 
(LH.. V JK = (JKij J for i, j = 1,.., , 4 in C. Consider the block matrices in C as 
follows: 
м
ғ
 = (M»гг 
\MЪг 
M
»гЛ MJ > ӯP = (Ÿ-*» U_. 
У"
 ч 
_ P l 2 
^ 2 2 / 
L
н
 = 
(L»гг 
\Lн21 
L
н
 \ 
_
H 1 2 1 
L
н22) ' 
J
к
 = 
(JJ<гг 
u„ 
J,< 
_
K11 
J,< 
K11 
(N
c
 NG 
N — I - G H _ G 1 2 
" ~ \NG NG 
G1\ G11 
' G 
(26) 
where MFll, - ^ F 2 2
 a r e
 P x p, p2 x p2 matrices, respectively. YPii, YP22 are p x m, 
P2 x ^L2 matrices, respectively. IVG , NG are p x I, p2 x l2 matrices, respectively. 
LHii, L H 2 2 are m x p, m2 x p2 matrices, respectively. JKii, JI<22 are m x /, m2 x l2 
matrices, respectively. 
Theorem 8. A controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by 
Definition 2 if and only if 
a) M F u = 0 , M F I 2 M ; 2 2 M F 2 I = 0 , 
b) NGiiC + JV G i 2 L 2 1 =0, M F i 2 M ; 2 2 ( N G 2 i O + J V G 2 2 L 2 1 )=0, 
( N G i i L 1 2 + N G i 2 L 2 2 ) M 4 M 2 1 = 0 , M F i 2 M; 2 2 i ? G 2 2 L 2 2 M| 2 M 2 1 =0, 
c) NGi2L22M|2N21=0, MFi2MF22NO22L22Mi2N21 = 0, 
d) Y_ = 0 , MF Mi Y_ = 0 , 
7 p l l ' F 1 2 F 2 2 ^ 2 1 ' 
e) L„ = 0 , L„ = 0, L„ Ml MF = 0, L„ M* M, = 0, 
/ Hn J H 2 1 5 H 1 2 F 2 2 E21 ' ^ 2 2 F 2 2 F 2 1 J 
f) ZHi2M;22YP2i=o, LH22M;2YP2I=O, 
s) £ * _ X ^ _ . c + #o__£--)=0. --HM^M(-V0.1C+JV_MZ_1)=O> 
L
Hl2 K22 *c22 L22Mi2M2l = 0, LH22 M'F22 NG22 l22Mi2M21 = 0, 
h) LHxMF22NG22L22Mi2N2, = 0, LH22MlF22NG22L22Mi2N2l = 0, 
i) J K i i C + J / C i 2L 2 1=0, JK21C + JK 2 2L 2 1=0, 
JI<12 L22Mi2M21 = 0, JK22 L22M\2M2X = 0, 
j) JK l 2L2 2M2yv2 1=o, J „ L 2 2 M 2 y V 2 1 = 0 
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hold for all z, j > 0, where the matrices M F , Yp, NG, LH , JK have the structure 
given in (26). 
P r o o f . The proof follows a similar way for all items a ) - j ) . Because of this, we 
prove only the conditions a) and b). Proof of part a): Consider the relation a) given 
in (9) in the new basis, that is, DMp+1E = 0. We obtain M F i i = 0 for i = 0. We 
get MFi2MF2i = 0 for i = 1. In general, MFi2MF~2MF2i = 0 holds for i > 1. Then, 
MFi2MF22MF2i = 0 for all i > 0. This proves a). Proof of part b): Consider the first 
relation of b) given in (9) when consider the new basis, DMpNG (TC + LV) = 0. We 
obtain NGiiC + NGi2L21 = 0 for i = 0. We get MFl2MF'22 (NG2lC + NG22L21) = 0 
for all i > 1, that is, M^M1 (NG2iC + NG22L21) = 0 for all i > 0. From the 
second condition ofb) in (9), DMFNGLM3+1V = 0, we obtain (NGiiL12 + NGi2L22) 
MJ22M21 = 0 for i = 0, j > 0 and MF i 2MF^TV r G 2 2L2 2M4^2i = 0 for all i > 1, 
j > 0. Therefore, MFi2MF22NG2L22M{2M21 = 0 holds for all i, j > 0. This proves 
part b). • 
T h e o r e m 9. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S by 
Definition 4 if and only if 
a) MFii = 0 , MFi2 =0, b) NOllC = 0, c) YPii = 0 , YPia = 0, 
d) LHii = 0, LHi2 = 0, e) JKii = 0 (28) 
hold, where the matrices M F , Yp, IVG, Lin JK have the structure given in (26). 
P r o o f . The proof is made directly by using Theorem 7. • 
3.4. Explicit sufficient conditions for contractibility 
There exist, of course, infinite number of possibilities how to select the comple-
mentary matrices satisfying Theorems 8 and 9. The above conditions on the com-
plementary submatrices are more flexible than the corresponding relations given by 
Theorems 6 and 7. However, when designing control laws, the designer needs to know 
explicit conditions assuring the contractibility of the controllers. The particular con-
ditions stated in the following propositions give us packs of sufficient requirements 
for blocks of complementary matrices satisfying Theorems 8 and 9, respectively. 
Proposition 1. A controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by 
Definition 2 if L21 = 0, MFll = 0, MF2i = 0, YPil = 0, FP21 = 0, NGn = 0, 
7VG2i = 0, LHll = 0, LH2i = 0, JKii = 0, JI<21 = 0 and either 
a) L22 = 0 or b) M21 = 0, JV2I = 0 (29) 
hold, where the matrices M F , F p , NG, LH, JK have the structure given in (26). 
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P r o o f . The proof is made by substituting the above conditions into the relations 
a)- j ) given by Theorem 8. • 
Proposi t ion 2. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S 
by Definition 4 if M F n = 0, MFi2 = 0, YPii_= 0, Y ^ = 0 , NQii = 0, LHll = 0, 
LHi2 = 0, JKii = 0 hold, where the matrices MF , Yp, NG, LH, JK have the structure 
given in (26). 
P r o o f . The proof is made by substituting the above conditions into the relations 
a) -e) given by Theorem 9. • 
These conditions are better readable in the block matrix form as follows. 
Propos i t ion 3. A controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by Def-
/ o M- \ - / o F p \ _ / O A L \ _ fol„ 
i„itio„2ifMr = (0 a^yYr = (0 ?2),N0 = (0 „2).-. = (. c 
JK = ( ° JjKl2 ] and either 
\ ^ 2 2 / 
a ) L = ( 0 i l 2 ) or b)M=(0M"),N=(°*"),L=(°L") 
VO 0 / \0 M22J \0 N22J \0 L22J /3QN 
hold, where the matrices M F , Yp, JVG, LH , JK have the structure given in (26). 
P r o o f . The proof is straightforward when using Proposition 1. • 
Propos i t ion 4. A controller C for S is contractible to the controller C of S by 
Definition 4 if MF = (a° ^ Y Yp = ( / ? ° ) , NG - ( ° ^ » ) , 
\ ^21 F22 J Y P21 ^ 2 2 / Y G21 G22 / 
LH = ( T T \ JK = ( j° JjKl2) hold, where the matrices M F , y p , NG, 
_ Y H21 ^ H 2 2 / Y K21 J ^ 2 2 / 
LH1 JK have the structure given in (26). 
P r o o f . The proof is straightforward when using Proposition 2. • 
3.5. Particular selection of complementary matrices 
Consider the overlapping structure defined by blocks in (11). Let us use the following 
specific transformation matrices V, R, T and E to define the expansion/contraction 
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process: 
R = 
E 
чn2 
o /, 
(31) 
The changes of basis (15) for the expanded system and (25) for the controller are 
given by the matrices 
/,, 0 0 0
 \ //», 0 0 0 
0 
0 
i
П2 0 
~In2 ' т~: = 
• 
1 / 
2 i n 2 
0 
!т 
2 i n 2 
0 
0 
Inз 
0 0 í n 3 0
 / V o Ì I 2 i n 2 2 J n 2 0 
(32) 
Ini denote the identity matrices of orders n;, i = 1,2,3. Analogously for TB,TB , 
T c , Tc and TF , Tp in schemes (13) and (25), respectively. The complementary 
matrix M in S by using Definition 1 has the following form: 
M 
0 M i 2 - M 1 2 0 
M 2 1 M 2 2 M 2 3 M24 
- M 2 1 - ( M 2 2 + M 2 3 + M 3 3 ) M 3 3 - M 2 4 
0 м 4 2 - м 4 2 0 
(33) 
The complementary matrices N and L have the same structure as the matrix M in 
(33). The complementary matrices M, IV and L in S by using Definition 3 are as 
follows [1, 2]: 
M 
0 0 0 0 
M 2 1 M 2 2 M 2 3 M 2 4 
M 2 1 
—M22 —M23 - M 2 4 
0 0 0 0 
N = 0, L = 
0 0 0 0 
L21 L22 L23 L24 
- L 2 1 — L 2 2 — L 2 3 — L 2 4 
0 0 0 0 (34) 
The propositions derived in the previous subsection have the following form in 
the initial basis when selecting the transformation matrices (31). 
Proposition 5. 
Definition 2 if 
A controller C for S is expandable to the controller C of S by 
м.= 
/° м ғ 1 2 0 м
ъ 
0 м
ъ 
* 4 2 v° м 
-м 
-м 
-м 
-м 
E12 
E22 
*32 
*42 
°\ 
0 
0 
°У 
Yo 
/° 
0 
0 
v° 
' P 1 2 
^ 2 2 
^ 3 2 
ҝ p < 2 
- У , P\2 
Ҝ
^22 
- У , 
^ 3 2 
P42 
0 \ 
0 
0 
0 
Nñ 
N^ 
0 Лř, 
0 N
o32 
V° "<•« 
^ 2 2 
~
NG 
~
N< 
-N^ 
^ 2 2 
-N 
G42 
°\ 
0 
0 
°J 
» L
н
 — 
/ 0 L„ -L„ 0 \ 
/ H 1 2 H 1 2 \ 
O L 
0 i , н22 
-
L
и22 ° 
~
L
и32 ° Я32 
V° Lи42 ~
L
и42 0 / 
> ^ л г — 
/° J/c1 2 
0 J
« 2 2 
0 J 
0 J 
* 3 2 
* 4 2 
- J 
°\ к 1 2 
-^
ю
 ° 
-
J
r<32 ° 
-л. V 
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and either 
' o L12 - L 1 2 o ' 
0 L22 — L 2 2 0 
^ £ = S i E ~LII o o r 
\ 0 L42 - L 4 2 0 / 
b) M = 
hold. 
P r o o f . The proof is straightforward when using Proposition 3. • 
Proposition 6. A controller C for S is contractible to C of S by Definition 4 if 
the matrices M F , Yp, 1VG, LH and JK have the following form: 
o o \ 
^ 2 4 1 
"
y P 2 4 j ' 
o / 
0 0 \ 
L„ L н 2 3 7 / 24 
H 2 3 ~
LH 
0 0 '(36) 
P r o o f . The proof is straightforward when using Proposition 4. • 
Remark. Suppose that the controller C is not a dynamic controller but a simple 
static output feedback. In this situation, the control laws u and u given in (2) have 
been reduced to u = Ky + v and u = Ky + £, respectively, and F, JP, G, H are 
zero matrices. Then, the conditions a ) - j ) in (6) given by Theorem 3 have been 
reduced only to conditions i) - j ) , that is, the control law u = Ky + v is contractible 
to u = Ky + v if and only if K C i V = flif C.A* and KCXBR = RKCA'B [7, 13]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The main result contributed by this paper is a systematic presentation of a set of 
contractibility conditions for dynamic controllers for linear time-invariant systems in 
terms of the complementary matrices involved in the expansion/contraction frame-
work of the Inclusion Principle. Contractibility means that a controller is designed 
in one of the systems in such a way that it is guaranteed that the closed-loop system 
(S, C) is an expansion of the closed-loop system (S, C) in the sense of the Inclusion 
Principle. For general expansion/contraction transformations, necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for contractibility are proved. These conditions are twofold: first, 
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they involve unstructured complementary matrices; second, they involve comple-
mentary matrices with certain block structure. The block structure offers a higher 
degree of freedom in selection of complementary matrices as compared with previ-
ous well known results. Further, this block structure is exploited to obtain explicit 
sufficient requirements for blocks of complementary matrices ensuring contractibil-
ity. This is useful for enabling flexible choices of such matrices . Specific choices are 
finally given for a particular class of expansion/contraction transformation matrices. 
The results are derived in parallel for two important cases of the Inclusion Principle. 
The first case considers expandable controllers, i. e. the control is designed without 
any restriction for the small system and then expanded into bigger system . The sec-
ond case considers extensions, i. e. the control is designed without any restrictions 
for bigger system and then contracted into small system for implementation. This 
case is impor tant for overlapping decentralized control design. 
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